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By Mr David L James

Createspace. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is
printed on demand. Paperback. 386 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x
6.0in. x 0.9in.The intimate diary of Roy Musgraves amorous
exploits in three continents. The Scholars Tale is a semi-
autobiographical novel, following the later years of Roy
Musgrave, a time of marital and amatory strife in which he
ventures from textual scholarship into writing bioigraphy and
fiction. As ever with Roy the conflict between the settled life - he
marries a third time - and the lure of exotic climbs challenge
him as man and hero. Man at his best is a lover not of women,
but of beauty, the idea of perfection. Thus Roy Musgrave,
textual critic and maverick writer. But Roys philosophy is put
to the test when he is pestered by phone calls from an
unknown woman. The distressed caller emerges as Nadia
Benbouzid, a Tunisian student once his mistress. On impulse he
shuns his New York conference and takes flight to North Africa
leaving wife and job. But winter in Tunisia is far from the
paradise he has envisaged, though Nadia, feckless as ever, still
beguiles him; moreover she needs him desperately and would
die for him. Returning home and...
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This is actually the very best pdf i actually have study till now. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then
never. You will like just how the author publish this ebook.
-- Junior  Lesch-- Junior  Lesch

Undoubtedly, this is the best job by any article writer. This really is for all those who statte that there was not a worth
reading. I am very easily can get a enjoyment of reading a published pdf.
-- R owena  Lea nnon-- R owena  Lea nnon
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